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BIG DECISIONS REQUIRE SECOND OPINION.

About 100 persons are dialyzed each day in GHANA due to liver diseases. Averagly, 0ne
out of every ten of Ghanaians experiences these condition which has shown no promise of a
future downward trend. Just imagine what it will be like to wake up every morning and know
you hold the master key to abundance health, vitality and strengths. Your body will glow with
warm light because you finally found the right mind-set, procedure and products to achieve
limitless health, renewed strengths without drugs or surgery.
And the best part is, once you complete our program, you’ll regenerate new cells in ways that
are completely in alignment with your highest spiritual, social and ethical principles. You will
be firmly in control health and wouldn't have to depend on machines, drugs or surgery to live
to
. the fullest of your ability.

LiveMore, is your number of center dedicated to use natural regenerative approach to
fight Liver diseases. We will serve you to meet the challenges of the diseases head-on.
Our care program offers full range of resources necessary for earlier detection and
treatment with results you can trust.

We strongly believe in patient- centered care, not just suppressing symptoms of
disease. We provide our clients with unfailing science based services and supports
systems with focus on meeting their health
needs as best as possible with
natural and nutritional
products and services
that are scientifically
proven, internationally
accepted and locally endorsed.

RELIEVE.... REPAIR.... RESTORE

Get new cells to replace dead one’s naturally.

BIG DECISIONS REQUIRE SECOND OPINION.
HOW WE TREAT

The LiveMore natural regenerative protocols aims to
naturally eliminate toxins, infections and bad cells, while
increasingenergy production and to restore the integrity
of cells leading to recovery from the disease permanently
irrespective of the stage of the disease These protocols
are completed in three phases: Assessment phase,
Neutralization phase and Regenerative phase.
,
1. ASSESSMENT - The assessment phase of our
treatment process helps us to determine the current
health status of the whole body as well as the affected
organs of the body. Three types of assessment are
completed
1. Symptoms Assessment– In this section, our client tell
our expects their experiences with the condition as far as
they can remember. Their ability to recollect facts, signs
and symptoms are gathered to find out the link it has to
their health and general health.
2. Physical assessment- Our expects examines the clients
skin, eyes, posture, hair and all other physical examinations
that are necessary in determine current health status of
our clients.
3. Biomedical assessments– This is where medical records
from laboratory, ultrasound scan, x-rays and all other
biomedical data of our clients are conducted or examined
to complete the assessment phase.
2. Neutralizations Phase - Based on results obtained
from the assessment phase, a well researched and potent
set of potent natural products, nutritional and with diet
plans are selected to disable and remove the effect any
toxins or microbe present that is interfering with normal
body functions.
3. Regenerative phase - The goal of regenerative
Natural treatment is to support the body to grow
replacement tissue or organs for patients who have
sustained an injury or have had a disease that damaged
their tissue and cells. World class natural and nutritional
products with diet plans of international acceptance, local
endorsements with the capacity to regenerate new cells are
carefully selected based on the individual needs.

RELIEVE.... REPAIR.... RESTORE

Get new cells to replace dead one’s naturally.
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ENDLESS DEDICATION, EXPECT TREATMENT
Anane is a renowned authority in Nutritional Biochemistry
and cellular Biology. He is certified alternative medical
practitioner, a licensed wellness consultant, a member of
the Society of Integrative nephrology and the principal
consultant at LiveMore Healthcare Ltd.
He received his Doctor of Alternative medicine and
botanical medicines from India, and London respectively.
His active clinical practice and experience in effective
treatment of chronic diseases are grounded current
scientific knowledge, accepted practice guidelines,
applicable laws and regulations.
He achieves remarkable success in the safest natural
treatment of cancers, infertility, kidney, liver and heart
disorder.

